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Draft your own presidential fantasy team, based on these hilarious-but-true profiles of our past
leaders, in this fun and funny illustrated book perfect for fans of How They Croaked: The Awful
Ends of the Awfully Famous and Kid Presidents! What if a zombie apocalypse or a robot uprising
threatened the nation and you had the power to recruit some of the nation’s finest presidents to
help save the day? By studying the most successful squads in history, Daniel O’Brien has
identified the perfect ingredients for a victorious team. Which president would you choose for:
the Brain, the Brawn, the Moral Compass, the Loose Cannon, and the Roosevelt? Choose wisely
—the fate of the world is in your hands!"Aiming squarely at a sports-obsessed, statistics-mad
and gross-out friendly audience, the madcap, utterly irreverent Your Presidential Fantasy Dream
Team may be on to something." —New York Times"O'Brien takes a non-holds-barred approach
to describing each man's strengths, weaknesses, and reputation . . . Rowntree's over-the-top
illustrations picture ratchet up the humor even more." —PW"A warts-and-all look at two
centuries of presidential leadership and politics." —Kirkus Reviews

From School Library JournalGr 5–8—Using information about each dead president's early life,
quirky tidbits from his term, and unabashedly biased character judgments, O'Brien presents his
recommendations for a presidential dream team—featuring the key components of brains,
brawn, a loose cannon, a moral compass, and a Roosevelt (wild card). A bright, bold, comic
book-like cover and Rowntree's illustrations bring the presidents to life, caricaturing them as
gangsters, wrestlers, and superheroes. Each presidential section includes a narrative of the
man's childhood, rise to power, presidency, and death. The tone is reverential bordering on
worshipful. O'Brien manages to avoid any actual discussion of the many unsavory policies and
actions of the presidents by either glossing over or ignoring them, offering instead bizarre facts
and brash commentary. The treatment of African Americans and Native Americans throughout
the text is particularly flippant, as each offending president or policy is often "on the wrong side
of history." O'Brien also imagines that Chester A. Arthur killed his wife "for the sake of making
this chapter more interesting," a truly harmful lesson (that women can be killed for
entertainment) for the intended age group. In the "Conclusion" section, O'Brien discusses why
he did not include living presidents and addresses questions students might have after reading
this volume. VERDICT Readers subjected to O'Brien's biased view of U.S. history will learn little
here. Not recommended.—Clara Hendricks, Cambridge Public Library, MA --This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorDaniel O’Brien is the head writer and creative director of
video for Cracked.com, the most-viewed comedy website on the Internet. His work has been
featured on Comedy Central and in Splitsider, Forbes,USA Today, and Huffington Post. Daniel is
also the co-editor of You Might Be a Zombie and Other Bad News, a New York Times bestseller,



and is the pop culture expert on History Channel’s Your Bleeped Up Brain. When Daniel isn’t
researching wacky trivia on our presidents, he can be found playing with his dog, Jackson, who
is named after a president. Your Presidential Fantasy Dream Team is his first book for young
readers. Winston Rowntree is a columnist at Cracked.com and the author of the webcomic
Subnormality. He recently won the Cartoonist Studio Prize for Best Web Comic of the Year for his
comic Watching. His background in comics and interest in history inspired Winston to put an
amusing and sometimes weird twist on the illustrations for each president. This is his first book
for young readers. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.George Washington The President of Presidents Presidential
Term: 1789–1797 Political Party: None Spouse: Martha Dandridge Children: None, though he’s
technically the Father of His Country, so . . . lots? Birthdate: February 22, 1732 Death Date:
December 14, 1799 Fun Fact: Washington is literally on money. There are two kinds of people
in this world: people who don’t actively enjoy being shot at, and George Washington. Most of you
are probably in that first group, and that’s why no one will ever put your picture on money. The
idea that Washington liked being shot at isn’t up for debate, mind you. No one is saying that
Washington probably enjoyed being shot at because of his willingness to return to battle in
service of his country; he admitted to it. In a letter to his brother about his time on the battlefield,
Washington said, “I heard the bullets whistle, and, believe me, there is something charming in
the sound,” which, according to rumor, prompted King George III to remark that Washington’s
attitude would change if he’d heard a few more. “Oh ho ho, perhaps you’re right,” Washington
may have said good-naturedly with a chuckle, before he absolutely destroyed King George’s
entire army and ran America for eight glorious and strong-jawed years. But we know all that
already. We all know how tough and noble Washington was. If you studied Washington at all in
school, you know that he was a good man and a just president, a friend to everyone and
everything (with the notable exception, according to some rumors, of cherry trees). We know all
of this because everyone talks about how bright, strong, and fair President George Washington
was. But I’m going to talk about how he was also probably magic. Let’s start with how
Washington knew America was going to war before America even had an army. Sure, the seeds
of discontent had already been sown, but war was not a foregone conclusion to anyone but
Washington even in 1775, when the Continental Congress met for the second time to discuss
what to do about Great Britain’s unfair taxation practices. War was an option, but not a certainty
at that point, at least not in the eyes of the members of the Continental Congress. Many of the
Founding Fathers, like Benjamin Franklin, still had great fondness for their mother country, and
they were eager to find a peaceful solution with the homeland. But not Washington. Whether he
could see the future and knew war was coming or he simply willed the war into existence,
Washington was ahead of the curve. On his way to the meeting (before war had been declared--
or even discussed--and before he’d been given command of the Continental Army), he stopped
off to buy some books about war strategy, tomahawks, and new holsters for his guns. If that
didn’t send a clear-enough message, he showed up to the meeting already wearing his military



uniform, while the rest of the representatives were trying to handle this whole “revolution thing”
delicately and diplomatically. It was like everyone else at the meeting was discussing whether or
not they should build a bomb, and Washington had already lit the fuse. It wasn’t just about
finding another chance to challenge a bunch of bullets to a game of chicken (though it’s true
Washington never missed an opportunity to do so). He knew war was inevitable and wanted to
be dressed appropriately. And of course, Washington was right. War was necessary. Even if it
wasn’t necessary before, it was necessary because he said it was. For reasons that will never be
clear to historians (but will be to people who accept magic as a possibility), the universe bends
to Washington’s will. Here’s one of the most important things you need to know about
Washington: he should not have been able to lead America to victory in the Revolutionary War.
When it came time to choose someone to command the Continental Army, Washington was
chosen for his popularity, not his skills as a general. He was brave and a great soldier, but he’d
never commanded anything larger than a regiment, and when he’d been handed an entire army
of untrained, undisciplined troops, he started messing up almost immediately. He lost more
battles than he won, and the majority of those losses were a direct result of his own arrogance
and overaggressiveness. Yes, Washington--the man we all like to remember as the quiet,
dignified, reluctant soldier--was a short-tempered fighter who never turned down a battle. If you
think that never turning down a battle despite your army being terrible and untrained is a bad
strategy, congratulations, you’d make a better general than George Washington. (Feel free to
brag to all your friends.) Unlike most soldiers (and, indeed, most sane human beings),
Washington didn’t see a battle as a means to an end, or as an unfortunate but necessary part of
achieving important goals. He saw it as a chance to show his enemies how brave and strong he
and his army were. He’d treat every challenge from his opponents not like a necessary evil that
needed to be stopped as quickly as possible, but like a personal attack on him, as if the
opposing army were just pointing at Washington and bawking like a chicken. After being called a
chicken, instead of calmly using the timeless and brilliant “I’m rubber and you’re glue” strategy,
Washington overreacted and sent his exhausted and unskilled army after every insult. In case
you’ve never led an army before, you should know that this is a bad strategy, especially when
your opponent is stronger, larger, and more experienced, as Great Britain was. This
overaggressive strategy blew up in Washington’s face over and over again. At many times during
the war, it seemed that America’s favorite son was too arrogant and reckless to bring us to
victory. Indeed, Washington rarely won battles; he mostly just survived using “strategic retreat.” If
that sounds like a fancy, classy way of saying “running away,” that’s because it is. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO EVERY ONE OF MY TEACHERS WHO YELLED AT ME FOR
NOT PAYING ATTENTION IN CLASS. (YOU WERE RIGHT.)AND FOR ELISE.
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I can’t predict the future. So I’m not saying that several years from now, robots will rise up and
attempt to overthrow humanity and it’ll be up to you to travel through time and assemble a
Presidential Attack Squad to defend America. But I am saying that we’d all feel really stupid if at
least one of us wasn’t prepared for such an event. If you’re ever tasked with organizing the
Dream Team of Presidents, this chapter will probably be more helpful than any other chapter in
any book, ever.Whether you’re forming an action team to defend the planet or just putting
together a group of presidents to pull off some kind of grand scheme, every good team needs
Brains, Brawn, a Loose Cannon, a Moral Compass, and a Roosevelt. I’ve included my best
recommendations for all these positions, but you should feel free to pick your own.THE
BRAINSBrains are incredibly valuable (one of the reasons zombies want them so much). You
need someone who can make a plan and think quickly on his feet just in case that plan falls
apart (which, if you’re planning something big and elaborate with a lot of moving pieces, it almost
certainly will). Without a competent leader running the show, your team will just be a bunch of
angry presidents running around without any direction.My pick: Abraham Lincoln is your man. If
you’re talking about a guy who won’t crumble when the heat’s on and everything’s falling apart,
you want the guy who kept a cool head when the country legitimately fell apart (see this page).
Lincoln didn’t even have any military background when he took office, but as soon as the Civil
War broke out, he picked it up real quick. He met with generals, he read books on strategy, he
talked with his troops and confidently mapped out the North’s strategy for victory, and he saw it
through.A good Brains guy sees everything several steps ahead of everyone else, which makes
Lincoln—a man who saw the future and predicted his own death—uniquely equipped for the
job.Alternate choice: Theodore RooseveltTHE BRAWNEvery team needs muscle. The A-Team
needed Mr. T, the Avengers needed the Hulk, and Alvin and the Chipmunks needed Mr. T, on
that one episode when Mr. T was a guest star (“The C-Team”). For your Mr. T, you’re going to
want someone strong, tough, and crazy. Someone who doesn’t need to be the smartest or the
nicest, but who knows how to punch until there’s nothing left to punch.My pick: You need Andrew
Jackson. There’s not much to say about his toughness beyond what’s already been said in his
chapter (see this page). Plus I’m worried that if I type his name one more time, he’ll appear and
challenge me to a duel (the man LOVED duels), and I am not prepared for that.Alternate choice:
Theodore RooseveltTHE LOOSE CANNONLook, there’s no reason to sugarcoat this: every
good attack squad needs someone who can do what others can’t do, someone who isn’t afraid
to get his hands dirty. He operates in a moral gray area and might not always follow the law to the
letter, but he gets stuff done.My pick: For this position, I cannot give James K. Polk a higher



recommendation. In the 1840s, the stuff that needed to be got done was American expansion.
We needed to stretch out to the Pacific Coast to fulfill our Manifest Destiny, and Polk was the one
who made it happen. As you’ll learn in the Polk chapter (see this page), there’s evidence that
Polk lied to make this happen, to make America bigger and stronger. Did he lie? We don’t know
for sure, but we DO know that Polk is the kind of man who can make tough decisions in the
interest of serving the greater good.Alternate choice: Theodore RooseveltTHE MORAL
COMPASSWithout a strong Moral Compass, your team could fall under the control of your
Brawn and Loose Cannon. You need someone pure steering the ship, a leader everyone can get
behind. Without Captain America, the Avengers would be consumed by ego and bouts of one-
upmanship. Without Leonardo, the rest of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles would succumb to a
life of attitude and pizza parties. Without Moe, the Stooges would be lost in a dark world of
violence and banana cream pies. Every group needs a guiding beacon to remind everyone that
they’re the good guys.My pick: The obvious choice for your team is George Washington, who is
basically already Captain America to begin with. Washington is the only president that no other
president has dared to criticize or find fault with; he’s the only man who could rein in the egos
and personalities of the rest of the team and keep them in check.Alternate choice: Theodore
RooseveltTHE ROOSEVELTWithout a good Roosevelt, your team might as well just stay home,
because they’d be as good as dead out in the field. The Roosevelt of your team will bring
courage, spirit, adaptability, and a certain “Rooseveltiness” that no other presidents can
equal.My pick: For this position, I recommend Theodore Roosevelt.Alternate choice: Theodore
Roosevelt.Look, I’m not budging on this. If there really IS a robot uprising, you can bet that the
robots built a robo-Theodore Roosevelt (“Theodore Robosevelt”), and if you don’t have the real
deal on your side, you won’t stand a chance. Roosevelt embodies every other archetype on this
list, and you’d be stupid not to have him. I guess you could maybe swap him out for Franklin
Roosevelt, who is at an advantage by already being part robot, but if TR’s free, your choice
should be pretty clear. All Teddy, all day.But again, these are only my top choices for the
positions, if I was the one tasked with building this team. This book will provide you with lots of
information about presidents, plenty enough for you to decide for yourself what the best Dream
Team configuration might be. You might decide that you’d rather have William McKinley as your
Brawn because he’s so big, or you might want Millard Fillmore on your squad for some bizarre
reason that escapes me. But that’s you, and that’s your choice. I’m just here to give you the facts
you need to make your decisions.Here’s a scorecard so you can decide whether to draft each
president to a spot on your Fantasy Dream Team. I suggest you make a copy of the scorecard, in
case you change your mind as you read other chapters.Tap to download a PDF of the scorecard.

Presidential Term: 1789–1797Political Party: NoneSpouse: Martha DandridgeChildren: None,
though he’s technically the Father of His Country, so…lots?Birthdate: February 22, 1732Death
Date: December 14, 1799Fun Fact: Washington is literally on money.There are two kinds of
people in this world: people who don’t actively enjoy being shot at, and George Washington.



Most of you are probably in that first group, and that’s why no one will ever put your picture on
money.The idea that Washington liked being shot at isn’t up for debate, mind you. No one is
saying that Washington probably enjoyed being shot at because of his willingness to return to
battle in service of his country; he admitted to it. In a letter to his brother about his time on the
battlefield, Washington said, “I heard the bullets whistle, and, believe me, there is something
charming in the sound,” which, according to rumor, prompted King George III to remark that
Washington’s attitude would change if he’d heard a few more. “Oh ho ho, perhaps you’re right,”
Washington may have said good-naturedly with a chuckle, before he absolutely destroyed King
George’s entire army and ran America for eight glorious and strong-jawed years.But we know all
that already. We all know how tough and noble Washington was. If you studied Washington at all
in school, you know that he was a good man and a just president, a friend to everyone and
everything (with the notable exception, according to some rumors, of cherry trees). We know all
of this because everyone talks about how bright, strong, and fair President George Washington
was. But I’m going to talk about how he was also probably magic.Let’s start with how
Washington knew America was going to war before America even had an army. Sure, the seeds
of discontent had already been sown, but war was not a foregone conclusion to anyone but
Washington even in 1775, when the Continental Congress met for the second time to discuss
what to do about Great Britain’s unfair taxation practices. War was an option, but not a certainty
at that point, at least not in the eyes of the members of the Continental Congress. Many of the
Founding Fathers, like Benjamin Franklin, still had great fondness for their mother country, and
they were eager to find a peaceful solution with the homeland.But not Washington. Whether he
could see the future and knew war was coming or he simply willed the war into existence,
Washington was ahead of the curve. On his way to the meeting (before war had been declared—
or even discussed—and before he’d been given command of the Continental Army), he stopped
off to buy some books about war strategy, tomahawks, and new holsters for his guns. If that
didn’t send a clear-enough message, he showed up to the meeting already wearing his military
uniform, while the rest of the representatives were trying to handle this whole “revolution thing”
delicately and diplomatically. It was like everyone else at the meeting was discussing whether or
not they should build a bomb, and Washington had already lit the fuse. It wasn’t just about
finding another chance to challenge a bunch of bullets to a game of chicken (though it’s true
Washington never missed an opportunity to do so). He knew war was inevitable and wanted to
be dressed appropriately.And of course, Washington was right. War was necessary. Even if it
wasn’t necessary before, it was necessary because he said it was. For reasons that will never be
clear to historians (but will be to people who accept magic as a possibility), the universe bends
to Washington’s will.Here’s one of the most important things you need to know about
Washington: he should not have been able to lead America to victory in the Revolutionary War.
When it came time to choose someone to command the Continental Army, Washington was
chosen for his popularity, not his skills as a general. He was brave and a great soldier, but he’d
never commanded anything larger than a regiment, and when he’d been handed an entire army



of untrained, undisciplined troops, he started messing up almost immediately. He lost more
battles than he won, and the majority of those losses were a direct result of his own arrogance
and overaggressiveness. Yes, Washington—the man we all like to remember as the quiet,
dignified, reluctant soldier—was a short-tempered fighter who never turned down a battle. If you
think that never turning down a battle despite your army being terrible and untrained is a bad
strategy, congratulations, you’d make a better general than George Washington. (Feel free to
brag to all your friends.)Unlike most soldiers (and, indeed, most sane human beings),
Washington didn’t see a battle as a means to an end, or as an unfortunate but necessary part of
achieving important goals. He saw it as a chance to show his enemies how brave and strong he
and his army were. He’d treat every challenge from his opponents not like a necessary evil that
needed to be stopped as quickly as possible, but like a personal attack on him, as if the
opposing army were just pointing at Washington and bawking like a chicken. After being called a
chicken, instead of calmly using the timeless and brilliant “I’m rubber and you’re glue” strategy,
Washington overreacted and sent his exhausted and unskilled army after every insult. In case
you’ve never led an army before, you should know that this is a bad strategy, especially when
your opponent is stronger, larger, and more experienced, as Great Britain was.This
overaggressive strategy blew up in Washington’s face over and over again. At many times during
the war, it seemed that America’s favorite son was too arrogant and reckless to bring us to
victory. Indeed, Washington rarely won battles; he mostly just survived using “strategic retreat.” If
that sounds like a fancy, classy way of saying “running away,” that’s because it is.So how did it
happen? How did an inexperienced commander with an unfocused and untrained army
equipped with a mostly “run away bravely” approach to warfare win the most important war in
American history? The short answer, again, is “probably magic.” Washington firmly believed that
Providence or fate was on his side, in everything he did. In the way that war was declared
because Washington walked into a room and said war was declared, Washington won the war
because he said he was going to. That’s how Washington could look at loss after loss and think,
Huh, that’s weird. I’m supposed to win. I guess no one told that to these guys. No matter, I’ll just
go ahead and win it now. And he did.Not overnight, obviously. Washington gradually became a
much better commander, which probably comes as no surprise to you because you know that
(spoiler alert) America won its independence and we named a TON of stuff after
Washington.Washington’s tyranny of will didn’t just determine the outcome of the war, it also
saved his life. Washington would return from many battles unharmed, but with bullet holes in his
clothing, or without a horse. (Two different horses were shot out from under Washington twice in
the same battle.) This happened so many times that George Washington proclaimed on more
than one occasion that he could not be killed in battle. He genuinely believed this. And the crazy
part? We have no way to prove him wrong.That’s how a first-time commander won a war against
the most powerful army and navy in the world: Sheer. Blind. Belief. Washington said he was
going to win, and he did. His strategic retreat policy ended up really paying off. Washington knew
that he was outnumbered and that his enemy had better training, but he also knew that his



enemy had to deal with the annoying cost of shipping thousands of soldiers across the sea to
fight. The smartest thing Washington could do was just keep his army alive and around. As long
as they were actively fighting, Great Britain would have to maintain its presence and keep up this
very expensive war, even if Washington’s troops kept running away.In the winter of 1777,
Washington brought his army to a military camp in Pennsylvania (Valley Forge). Back then, it
was generally understood that battles would mostly only be waged from spring to autumn, with
all armies generally agreeing that winter was just too cold for fighting. This meant that
Washington had a few months at Valley Forge to regroup without fearing any attack from the
British. While his enemies were relaxing up in Philadelphia, with heat and plenty of food,
Washington recruited Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben, a very experienced Prussian
drillmaster, to train the ragtag Continental Army into a fearsome fighting machine. They entered
Valley Forge sick, cold, exhausted, and with close to no resources (many of the soldiers didn’t
even have shoes), but thanks to Washington and Baron von Steuben, they came out the other
side trained, rested, and ready. And not only did the soldiers now have more supplies and
resources, but they also had the added confidence of having just survived one of the worst
winters of their lives; they were tough and they knew it. After that, the British didn’t really stand a
chance.
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RJ Stokely, “Good Version of an Adults Book for Kids. Daniel O'Brien's Your Presidential Fantasy
Dream Team is a good book about the presidents, based on O'Brien's more adult oriented book
- How to Fight Presidents. O'Brien keeps it interesting for adults and kids, while keeping the
book appropriate for students. It is funny and laugh out loud at times, while informative. As a
teacher, it is a good fit for any class library. The book is helpful when it comes to certain ideas in
the classroom, making the presidents come alive in interesting and often humorous ways. If you
enjoy this book I would recommend the book The Lives of the Presidents :Fame Shame and
What the Neighbors Thought.”

Whitney, “I loved this book!. I'm a big fan of O'Brien's first book, How to Fight Presidents, and so I
was very excited when I learned that he was adapting it into a version suitable for children to
read. I purchased the Audible edition for myself, and I was so pleased to hear how it turned out.
It's still as informative as the first book, and is still a very entertaining and amusing read. I have
purchased a copy for each of my two oldest nephews in hopes of inspiring in them a love of
history.”

Texas Teacher, “Homeschooler Review. Great book! I'm a homeschooler and honestly wanted
my kiddo to read "How to Fight Presidents." I have a copy and love it but while it's fine for adults,
it might not be the best for a middle school kid learning about our founding fathers and the
colorful characters who ran our country. ;) This was exactly what I hoped for. A PG version of the
same book with all the facts and fun stuff. It's silly and I'd compare the humor to the BBC's
Horrible Histories. Fingers crossed that Dan O'Brien writes even more kid friendly history books.
I'll be the first in line to add it to our must read list.”

Marie, “Buy this book or you're a bad parent!. One of my favorite comedy writers. I was really
happy DOB wrote a book I can share with my middle school students. The book makes the kids
excited about learning about the U.S. Presidents. The stuff in our common core is so boring and
usually wrong. DOB's book contains such neat facts about each president that it really helps the
kids remember them. I don't think they will ever forget Taft after reading his chapter. I think it was
their favorite.”

B. McKinley, “History entertaining enough for an 8-year-old. Such a fun book and a great way to
get children (and adults for that matter) into history and learning about the succession of men
who have become president. Just enough information to get them asking questions and
researching on their own. And just enough entertainment to make them want to read through till
the end. My 8-year-old loves it. Highly recommended.”

Dina, “G. This book gives me hope. Just hope. Lots of hope. So much hope. Whatever is up with



the next one.”

daniel john molitor, “Yup. I ordered it… i got it”

Tom F, “Five Stars. Daniel O'Brien is funny and smart. O'Brien make learning history about
presidents fun.”

The book by Joyce Milton has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 48 people have provided feedback.
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